THE STRUCTURE OF IDEMPOTENT SEMIGROUPS (1)
However, the structure of S is not determined, in general, by knowing only the structures of Γ and of all S y .
In this paper and the subsequent papers we shall study some special idempotent semigroups which are defined by some identities, where the decomposition theorem above plays an important role. This paper will be chiefly concerned with the study of regular idempotent semigroups (for the definition see below), which can be considered as a quite general class of idempotent semigroups. Also characterizations of identities for some special idempotent semigroups are obtained.
Rectangular bands. An idempotent semigroup or band [1] is a semigroup which satisfies the identity a?-a.
A semigroup satisfying the identity aba = a (ab = a, ba = a) is called rectangular (left singular, right singular) . These semigroups are all idempotent. And a left (right) singular semigroup is rectangular. Conversely we have the following LEMMA Let A (5) be the set of all subsets of S of the form xS (Sx) . Then A (B) forms a left (right) singular semigroup, with respect to the usual multiplication induced by that of S, on account of (2).
A rectangular semigroup is the direct product of a left singular semigroup and a right singular semigroup. Moreover this factorization is unique up to isomorphism. xS D x(yS) = (xy)S z> (xy)(xS) = (xyx)S = xS
Let p : S -> A (q : S -+B) be the mapping defined by
Then by (1) and (2), p and q are onto homomorphisms. Let r : S->Axΰ be the mapping defined by r(α?) = (p(aθ, q{x)) .
Then r is a homomorphism. Take any element of AxB, say (xS,Sy). Then r(xy) = (xyS, Sxy) = (xS, Sy), by (1). Thus r is onto. On the other hand, if r(z) = (xS, Sy), then zS=xS and Sz^Sy.
Therefore by rectangularity we have xy = (xSx)(ySy) = (zSx)(ySz) = z(SxyS)z = s .
Thus r is an isomorphism between S and ixΰ, where A (B) is left (right) singular.
Let r r : S-^i'xΰ' be an isomorphism, where A ; (S ; ) is left (right) singular. Define p': S -> A r and g': S-^S 7 by r'(x) = (p'(x),q'(x) ), then they are onto homomorphisms.
If p(x) -p{y)y that is xS=yS, then p'(tfS) = p'(x)p'(S) = p\x) and p'{yS) = p'(y) .

Therefore p\x)-p\y).
Thus we have an onto homomorphism j : A ->A' fa: B->B') such that p'=/p {q f = gq). Now/(flr) must be one-to-one. For, let xSΦyS, f(xS) 
=f(yS).
Then xyS-xSΦyS y therefore xyφy.
But Proof. (1) Sufficiency. If a band S satisfies the above identity, then simply put c=a, which proves that S is rectangular.
(2) Necessity. Assume that S is a rectangular band, then a(bc)aa. Therefore abc-ab(cac) = (abca)c-ac, which proves the above identity.
REMARK 2. Now we have established the equivalence between two identities, aba -a and abc-ac, on idempotent semigroups. Thus either one of them can define rectangularity.
Also each one of the following identities on bands is equivalent to rectangularity : (1) ax λ x 2 x n a -a (n ^ 1),
where c h is either a or 6 for each k (l<i<j<-<ri),
These facts raise the problem of determining the conditions for identities to be equivalent to rectangularity. It will be discussed in § 5 below, and there we will find that the equivalence of the above identities with rectangularity is merely a special case of Theorem 6. REMARK 3. If we consider the two identities, aba-a and abc-ac, for general semigroups, then they are not equivalent. The former defines a rectangular band, but the latter defines a little wider class of semigroups which contains rectangular bands.
However we have the following Lemma 3. A semigroup S is called total if every element of S can be written as the product of two elements of S, that is S 2 = S. Thus S is a band. Therefore by Lemma 2, S must be rectangular.
( 2 ) Necessity. Obvious, because any rectangular semigroup satisfies the given identity by Lemma 2. This ends the proof of Lemma 3.
Let S be a semigroup which satisfies the identity abc-ac. Consider the mapping/:
Then/ is a homomorphism of £ into S, because
Let 72 be the image of £ under /: Proof. The necessity is trivial. So it is sufficient to prove the idempotence from the above identity Let S be a total semigroup, that is S 2 -S. Then any element xeS can be written as the product of two elements of S, say, χ -ab for some a, be S. Therefore Proof. Let S~ Σ {Sy: reΓ} be the structure decomposition of S and let p: S->Γ be natural. If R is a rectangular subsemigroup of S, then p(R) is also a rectangular subsemigroup of Γ. Since Γ is a semilattice, p(R) is reduced to a single element, say γ = p(R), and according Rczp~\r) -Sy. Namely R is contained in one and only one Sy since the S/s are disjoint. On the other hand S y is rectangular for each γ e Γ. Therefore each kernel S y is a maximal rectangular subsemigroup of S.
COROLLARY 2. For any (onto) homomorphism q: S->Δ, where A is a semilattice, there exists a unique (onto) homomorphism f: Γ-> Δ, such that q -fp, where p: S -> Γ is natural.
Proof. Since q(S y ) is rectangular, it must be a single element in Δ. Now we have a mapping /:
Then it is easy to see that q=fp. Proof. Since q~1(δ) is rectangular, it is contained in S y for some γ by Corollary 1 above. Now we have
Therefore / must be one-to-one.
THEOREM 3. A band is left (right) regular, if and only if its kernels are all left (right) singular (Naoki Kimura [2, p. 117]).
Proof. Let S^^^{S y : ϊ £ Γ} be the structure decomposition of a band S.
(1) Let S be left regular. Then each ^-kernel S y of S is rectangular. Also it is left regular by Lemma 6.
Therefore S y must be left singular by Lemma 9.
(2) Let every kernel of S be left singular. Let ae S a ,beS p . Then άb, baeS Λβ =S βΛ .
Thus, by the left singularity of S Λβ , we have aba-cύfa -(ab)(ba) -ab y which proves that S is left regular.
4. The structure of regular bands. Let Γ be a semilattice. Let A and B be bands having Γ as their structure semilattice. Let A^^^{A y \ reΓ}, B~Σ{By-r eΓ } be their structure decompositions. Form the direct product D^AxB.
Then Proof. Since the spined product of A and B is a subsemigroup of the direct product of A and B, we have the lemma by Lemmas 4, 5 and 6. Now we shall prove the converse of this lemma which plays an essential part in the structure theorem of regular bands. 
) (by right singularity of .B^ and S β )
(by repeated use of regularity)
, /')(«, /)(«', /0 (by definition) = (e',/') (by rectangularity of S Λβ )
Hence (e,f') = (e',f) or e = e'. Thus A and B become multiplicative systems where m and n are multiplications on them, and A y and S 7 are subsystems which are a left singular band and a right singular band, respectively. Also T=AxB is a multiplicative system.
Consider the projections p : T -• A defined by p(a, b) = a and q : T -> .S defined by q(a,b) = b. They are homomorphisms. Therefore the mappings p and q with their domain restricted to ScΓ are also homomorphisms, and their images are A -p(S) and B=q(S). Since homomorphisms preserve any relation defined by identities, as a result, associativity and idempotency hold in both A and B, because S is a band. Thus both A and B are bands.
Since A Ί is left singular, and B y is right singular, they are rectangular, and since Γ is a semilattice, r e Γ} , B~Σ{B y : r e Γ} become the structure decompositions of ^4 and Z?, by Corollary 3 to Theorem 1. Thus there exist a left regular band A and a right regular band B such that S is the spined product of A and S with respect to Γ.
Lemmas 12 and 13 prove the following 
which proves that / and g are homomorphisms.
Since (a, 6) 6 S γ implies (
Similarly, sg-hq. Necessity (1) Let k be one-to-one into. Then k'\T h ) is rectangular if it is not empty, and so it is contained in only one S δ by Corollary 1 to Theorem 1. Therefore h is one-to-one into. Now it is easy to see that / and g are one-to-one.
( 2 ) Let & be onto. Then
which shows that h is onto. Now it is obvious that / and g are onto.
( 3) Obvious by (1) and (2). The case (3) of this corollary can be restated as follows. 
Characterizations by identities. Let X-{x, y,
} be a set whose elements we will call variables. A word is an element of the free semigroup F=F(X).
A pair of words (P, Q) is called an identity and is written P~Q, Let S be a band. Then we say S satisfies an identity P=Q, if f(P)=f(Q) for every homomorphism f: F-*S. An identity P=Q is said to imply an identity P'=Q' if any band satisfying P-Q also satisfies P' -Q ! . Thus any identity implies the identity sx?=x, that is idempotence. If P=Q implies P' = Q' and P' = Q' implies P=Q, then the identities are equivalent.
Let X' also be a set of variables. Let ί 0 : X-+X' be any transformation, then it induces a homomorphism £: F(X) -> F{X') which coincides with t Q on X.
It is easy to see that P-Q implies t(P) = t(Q).
LEMMA 14. P=Q implies t(P)=t(Q) for any transformation of variables t Q .
Q.
The following lemmas are also straightforward. LEMMA 
If P=Q implies P=P', Q=Q', then P=^Q implies P' = LEMMA 16. // P=Q implies P' = Q', then P=Q implies both PP' = QQ and FP=Q'Q.
REMARK 4. We can take the free idempotent semigroup generated by X instead of the free semigroup generated by X. It makes no essential difference in the argument.
An identity P-Q is said to be homotypical if both P and Q contain the same variables explicitly, otherwise it is said to be heterotypical. Thus an identity xy-x is heterotypical, but an identity xy-yx is homotypical.
If P is a word x&^ Xn, then we call x λ the head of P and x n the tail of P.
THEOREM 5. An identity P=Q is equivalent to left (right) singularity if and only if 2 (1) P=Q is heterotypical, (2) P and Q have the same (different) heads, (3) P and Q have different (the same) tails.
Proof. Sufficiency. Let P=Q satisfy (1), (2) and (3) above. Then the words P and Q are expressed by a? α?i and x x 2f respectively, where x 1 is different from x %9 and either x τ or x 2 , but not both, may be the same as x. By assumption (1) either P or Q contains a variable y, which the other does not. Assume that P contains y.
A transformation X -> X defined by y -+y, all other variables -> x sends the words P,Q to P',Q stands for x'a, y's or nothing) and Q r is x n for some positive integer n. Now any band satisfies the identities P'=xyx or P'-xy, according as P' is X' -y-x or x y, and Q' = x. Thus by using Lemmas 14 and 15 we have that P=Q implies either (i) xyx-x or (ii) xy=x.
Since (i) is rectangularity, and rectangularity implies both P-xx τ and Q=xx 2 by Lemma 2, the identity P=Q implies xx λ =xx z by Lemma 15. It is now easy to see that the identity xx λ -xx t implies left singularity, by a suitable transformation. (ii) itself shows left singularity.
Thus P=Q implies left singularity. Conversely, the identity xy-x implies any identity of the form
where x, y, z are all different and* -stand for any sequence of variables. Thus xy-x implies any identity satisfying the conditions in the theorem.
THEOREM 6. An identity P-Q is equivalent to rectangularity if and only if 2
(1) P=Q is heterotypical, (2 ) P and Q have the same heads, (3) P and Q have the same tails.
Proof. Let P=Q be an identity satisfying (1), (2) and (3) above. Then we can assume that the word Pis x y z and Q is x z, where Q does not contain the variable y, while z can be the same as x. Now the transformation y -+y f all other variables -> x, implies the identity xyx=x f which is equivalent to rectangularity.
Conversely, rectangularity xyx-x implies any identity of the form x z=x z by Lemma 2. Thus it implies any identity satisfying the above conditions. REMARK 5. It is easily verified that all identities mentioned in Remark 2 satisfy the above three conditions.
THEOREM 7. An identity P=Q is equivalent to triviality, that is χ-y, if and only if 2
(1) P=Q is heterotypical, ( 2) P and Q have different heads, ( 3 ) P and Q have different tails.
Proof. Let P=Q be an identity satisfying the above condition. Then it implies both identities zP-zQ and Pz=Qz, where z is a variable which is not contained in both P and Q, by Lemma 16. The former is equivalent to left singularity, while the latter is equivalent to right singularity by Theorem 5. Thus P-Q implies both left and right singu-larity. Hence it implies triviality.
Conversely, triviality implies any identity.
LEMMA 17. Any semilattice satisfies any homotypical identity.
Proof. Let P-Q be any homotypical identity whose variables are a?i, ,a? n Let S be any semilattice. Then it is clear that S satisfies the both identities, P=x 1 x 2 x n and # 1 a? 2 # Λ = Q. Thus S satisfies the identity P=Q.
Proof of the necessity in Theorem 5, 6 and 7. Let P=Q be an identity which is equivalent to triviality, left (right) singularity or rectangularity. Let S be the two-element semilattice. If P=Q is homotypical, then S satisfies this identity by the preceding lemma. But S is not rectangular nor left (right) singular nor trivial. So this identity can not be homotypical. Thus it must be heterotypical. This takes care of the part (1) (i) Assume that P-Q is equivalent to triviality. Then the heads (tails) of P and Q must be different. For, if not, A(B) which is not trivial satisfies this identity. This proves the necessity of (2) and (3) in Theorem 7.
(ii) Assume that P=Q is equivalent to left (right) singularity. Then the tails (heads) of P and Q must be different. For, if not, then B{A) t which is not left (right) singular, satisfies this identity. This takes care of (3) of Theorem 5. Now the heads (tails) of P and Q must be the same. For, if not, this identity is equivalent to triviality by Theorem 7, which has already been proved completely. But there exists a left (right) singular band which is not trivial, for example, A(B).
This takes care of (2) of Theorem 5.
(iii) Assume that P-Q is equivalent to rectangularity. Then the heads of P and Q are the same and so are their tails. For, if not, the identity is equivalent to triviality or left singularity or right singularity by the preceding argument. Also there exists a band which is rectangular but neither left nor right singular nor trivial, for example, AxB.
This ends the proof of (2) and (3) in Theorem 6. Thus the classification of all heterotypical identities into four distinct cases is now completed. Proof. Let P=Q be an identity satisfying the above conditions (1), (2) and (3). Then we can assume the word P is #•••, and Q is ?/•••, xΦy. Thus P=Q implies Pxy-Qxy. Now the transformation: y~>y, all other variables -> x on the latter identity implies the identity xy= yxy, which is equivalent to right regularity. Similarly, P=Q implies left regularity. Thus by Lemma 10 the identity P=Q implies commutativity.
Conversely, commutativity implies any homotypical identity. Before stating the conditions for an identity to be equivalent to left or right regularity, we shall introduce the concept of initial and final parts, by which we can reduce both members of an identity to simpler forms.
If the word P', say a? ί ] L a?< • #< 3b , is the word which is obtained by writing down all the distinct variables of the word P, say XιX 2 x n , from the left, we call P r the initial part of P and denote it by q{P). Similarly, we can define the final part of P, r(P), dually with respect to left and right. Thus if the word P is xyxzx, then the initial part and the final part of P are xyz and yzx, respectively, that is q(P) is xyz and r(P) is yzx.
When P and Q have the same initial (final) parts, we say that the identity P-Q is coinitial (cofinal) . Note that if an identity is coinitial or cofinal then it must be homotypical.
THEOREM 9. An identity P=Q is equivalent to left (right) regularity, if it satisfies the following two conditions :
(
P and Q have different tails (heads).
Proof. Let P=Q satisfy the above two conditions. Then by (1) P and Q must have the same head, say x, By (2) one of P or Q has a tail which is different from x, say P is x y, where yφx.
Let t Q be the transformation defined by y -+y f all other variables-* x. Then we have two identities t ύ (P)-xy and t Q (Q)~xyx. Thus we have left regularity, xy-xyx.
Conversely it is obvious that left regularity implies P-P f for any word P, where P r is the initial part of P. Thus left regularity implies any coinitial identity. Hence it implies any identity satisfying the above conditions.
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6. Free regular bands. By the free {left, right) regular band generated by a non-empty set X, we mean a band £ such that (1) there exists a mapping i: X-+S, which is called the imbedding mapping, ( 2) i(X) generates S, (3 ) S is (left, right) regular, (4) for any (left, right) regular band T and for any mapping j: X-> T, there exists a homomorphism h : S -» T such that j=hi.
REMARK 6. In this definition, the imbedding mapping is not assumed to be one-to-one, but this property is proved easily in this case. Also it is easy to see that if there are two such free regular bands for a given set X, then they are isomorphic fixing every point of X pointwise under the imbedding mappings. So if there exists a free (left, right) regular band, it is unique up to isomorphism. The homomorphism h in (4) is also unique.
The free commutative band, i.e., the free semilattice generated by X is defined similarly.
In this section we shall construct the free (left, right) regular band from a given set X.
Let X be a non-empty set. Let S be the set of all non-empty subsets of X consisting of a finite number of points. Then we have the following LEMMA 18. The above defined S is the free semilattice generated by X under the multiplication defined by yz=y{Jz, where U denotes the union operation.
Proof. It is obvious that S forms a semilattice generated by {{x} : xeX}.
Let i: X-+S be defined by i(x)={x}. Let T be a semilattice and j: X->T any mapping. Then the mapping h: S-+T defined by h(y)=j{x ι )j{x^--j(x n ) where y={x ιt x if •••,#"}, is a homomorphism by commutativity and by idempotence, satisfying j(x)=h ({x})=h(i(x) ) f that is j=hi. Thus S is the free semilattice generated by X.
Let X be a non-empty set. Let F-F(X) be a free semigroup generated by X Then F is the set of all finite sequences of points of X with juxtaposition multiplication. We imbed X in F in the natural way under k: X -> F.
Consider the two mappings, the initial part q : F -> F and the final part r: F->F, defined in the preceding section. Let A ϋ = q(F)cF, B ϋ -r{F)aF be the images of F under q, r. Note that not only are q and r not homomorphisms but also A Q and B Q can never be subsemigroups of F. To make them form bands we define other multiplications in A Q and in B o as follows : Therefore
Hence A is the free left regular band generated by X Similarly B is the free right regular band generated by X.
Consider the free semilattice Γ generated by X with its imbedding c: X->T (Lemma 18). Then since Γ is both left and right regular, there exist homomorphisms s: Λ->Γ and t: B -> Γ such that si-c-tj. It is obvious that Let A (B) and Γ be the free left (right) regular band and the free semilattice generated by X with the imbedding mappings %: X -> A (j: X-^B) and c : X -> Γ, respectively. Since Γ is both left and right regular, there exist homomorphisms s : A -> Γ and t: B -> Γ such that si = c = tj.
Let C be the spined product of A and B with respect to Γ with s and t as spine homomorphisms. Then C is the subset of AxB consisting of elements (α, b) Thus we have (α, δ)=λ;(a? 1 )fe(»2) &0& TO )fc(2/i)£(2/ 2 )' % w )» which proves that Λ(X) generates C.
such that s(a) = t(b). Now since s(i(χ))=:(si)(x) = c(x) = (tj)(x) = t(j(x)) the element (i(x),j(x)) is in
Next, we shall prove that C is the free regular band generated by X. It is now easy to see that p is a homomorphism. Moreover for x e X we have by (1) k\x) = (^'(aθ, vT(a?)) = (/i(αj), «/(a?)) = pk(x) , because k(x) = (i(x),j(x)), and accordingly k' -pk. This completes the proof that C is the free regular band generated by X. Thus we have the following THEOREM 11. Let X be a non-empty set. Let A, B and Γ be the free left regular, the free right regular and the free commutative band generated by X, respectively, so that Γ is regarded as the structure semilattice of both A and B. Then the free regular band generated by X is the spined product of A and B with respect to Γ.
COROLLARY.
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Proof. Each A y xB y consists of (i I) 2 elements when contains i elements.
